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Greetings from Anklam
Dear reader,

we would like to strengthen our cooperation with our customers, expand our services and
present our offers of high-quality extracts to new clients. That is why we have great new
members in our sales team and are delighted to introduce them to you. Furthermore, we
have selected another "Plant of the Month" – the lemon balm (Melissa officinalis) – a true
multi-talent among medicinal herbs. The Anklam Extrakt team is looking forward to a
successful cooperation with you in 2013.

Your team from Anklam Extrakt 
 

 // Ms. Wimmelbacher, Mr. Beyer,
Ms. Pühn, Mr. Anton

First, we would like to introduce Mr. Christian Anton.
Mr. Anton will be your go-to contact to answer all your
questions regarding extracts in the field of food. Mr.
Andreas Beyer will be responsible for the fields of
nutritional supplements, medical products, and
phytopharmaceuticals. Ms. Anja Wimmelbacher, our
Management Assistant, is supporting our Marketing
department and will also be happy to answer any
questions you may have. Ms. Claudia Pühn has been
Director of Marketing & Sales since June 2011.

 // HACCP-certificate

Anklam Extrakt was awarded the HACCP-certification
by the independent and accredited certification
authority DEKRA.

The HACCP-program ensures the safety of foods and
consumers by implementing several control
measurements, which are applied in all relevant areas
of food production.

 // The lemon balm

The many different medicinal properties of the lemon
balm (Melissa officinalis) were known as early as the
Middle Ages. That is why monastery gardens were
officially ordered to plant the balm. Due to its aromatic
fragrance, the herb is often referred to as „lemon
balm“ and used as a spice, as well as a key ingredient
in liquors and teas.

The leaves are used for the drug production. Tea
infusions, liquid or dry extracts have calming and
antispasmodic properties. 

 The plants used for our extracts are produced solely
under contract farming conditions. The applications of
various balm preparations reach from difficulties
falling asleep to gastrointestinal problems.
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